
MANAOLA - Lei Puakenikeni Bath &
Body

Puakenikeni. It means “10-cent flower” and first earned its name when Hawaiians sold them
strung together in 10-cent lei to travelers arriving by boat to their shores.

Those who aren’t from Hawai’i may think of giving and receiving a lei as only something that is
done when arriving in Hawai’i, but it is an expression of aloha. Giving and receiving lei is done
at many milestones, including graduations, celebrations, and ceremonies.

A lei is a customary expression of affection, friendship, joy, respect, or greeting. A lei was a
status symbol in ancient Hawaii, signifying wealth, monarchy, and rank. Additionally, hula,
religion, and geography are connected to the wearing of lei, which can be made out of flowers,
leaves, nuts, or shells.

It is a distinct memory for many Hawaiians of receiving lei on special occasions and smelling
their sweet scent along with the sentiment of the gesture.

The puakenikeni is one of Hawai’i’s most-loved flowers. Now anyone around the world can
experience its beautiful, balanced fragrance in their own homes with this scent collection.

MANAOLA Lei Puakenikeni Bath and Body
MANAOLA’s brand is known for haute couture, lifestyle wear, and home lifestyle goods, but
now it is expanding into a new realm to share the joy of the lei puakenikeni.

MANAOLA Lei Puakenikeni Bath and Body makes its debut as Manaola’s first designer scent
collection. His newest lifestyle product offering blends his passion for storytelling and
aromatherapy into scent stories that capture the essence of life in the islands.

The new line also elevates the exotic, sweet-scented puakenikeni flower which holds deep
significance for the brand’s founder Manaola Yap. “The collection was inspired by beautiful
memories of my tūtū and the acts of kindness, generosity, love, and aloha.”

Lei Puakenikeni, he u‘i maoli no,

Lei ana ‘o Kohala i ka lei ha‘aheo,

He lei ho‘oheno no

The Lei Pua Kenikeni, a true beauty indeed

Kohala is enwreathed in its proud adornment

A cherished adornment indeed.



MANAOLA Lei Puakenikeni Bath and Body
Ingredients
All of our ingredients are vegan, cruelty-free, and of the highest quality possible. They are
locally sourced whenever possible, and all of our finished products are hand-poured right here
on Hawai’i Island.

Fragrance: Lei puakenikeni will bring a fresh aroma of the islands to your self-care rituals.

Coconut & Soy Wax: Unlike traditional paraffin wax, our natural coconut and soy wax contain
no petroleum oil and produce no harmful by-products when burned and/or melted.

Organic Aloe Vera Leaf Juice & Powder: Our locally sourced aloe vera leaf juice and powder
contain antioxidants and anti-inflammatory properties that will soothe and improve the
appearance of your skin and hair.

Shea Butter: This skincare ingredient contains several types of fatty acids that work to protect
your skin. It also softens and hydrates your skin while the scent of lei puakenikeni takes you
away to the islands.

Non-Toxic DPG (dipropleyene glycol): Our diffuser products are made with non-toxic DPG to
ensure no harmful chemicals are released into the air along with the charming scent of lei
puakenikeni.

Products

LEI PUAKENIKENI SOAP BAR
Price: $12
Description: Adorned with a design of lei puakenikeni arranged in rows, this 3.75 oz bar of
hand-poured soap will bring the unforgettable aroma of Hawai’i to your bathing experience.
Our specialty soap bar is made on Hawai’i Island with love and aloha. Enjoy approximately one
month or about 25 baths with our hand-poured soap bar.

LEI PUAKENIKENI CANDLE
Price: $22
Description: Illuminate and transform your space with the essence of sweet-scented Lei
Puakenikeni. Our specialty hand-poured candles are made of coconut and soy wax and finished
with a cotton wick. Enjoy approximately 40 hours of burn time.

Discover the essence of fresh hand-picked botanical scents by Designer Manaola Yap. Each
scent profile reflects unique sensory memories of transformative island aromas.
Ingredients: Coconut Wax, Soy Wax, Cotton Wick, Natural Fragrance Made in Hawai‘i

https://www.manaolahawaii.com/product/lei-puakenikeni-soap-bar/
https://www.manaolahawaii.com/product/lei-puakenikeni-candle/


LEI PUAKENIKENI DIFFUSER
Price: $58
Description: Bring home the essence of Lei Puakenikeni into your space with our glass and reed
scent diffusers. Our lasting aroma provides about 3-4 months of scented bliss in one 8 oz
bottle.
Discover the essence of fresh hand-picked botanical scents by Designer Manaola Yap. Each
scent profile reflects unique sensory memories of transformative island aromas.
Ingredients: Non-Toxic DPG (dipropleyene glycol) Free, Coconut-Infused Base, Natural
Fragrance
Made in Hawai‘i

LEI PUAKENIKENI BATH SET
Price: $30
Description: MANAOLA Two-Step Ritual: Step one – Enjoy our Earth-friendly and Paraben-free
solid shampoo bar. These shampoo bars create luscious suds that will clean your scalp while
releasing sweet-scented Puakenikeni aromatics. Don’t forget to follow through with our
moisture-rich Conditioner Bars. Discover the essence of fresh hand-picked botanical scents by
Designer Manaola Yap. Each scent profile reflects unique sensory memories of transformative
island aromas.

Step two- Packed with fortifying ingredients our solid conditioner bar is infused with Silk
Aminos to restore moisture and prevent dehydration while oat proteins help to strengthen hair,
reducing damage and leaving hair smooth and shiny.
Discover the essence of fresh hand-picked botanical scents by Designer Manaola Yap. Each
scent profile reflects unique sensory memories of transformative island aromas.

Ingredients: 2oz shampoo bar, 1.75oz conditioner bar
Shampoo Bar: 2oz
Ingredients: BTMS 50, Cetyl Alcohol, Sodium Cocoyl Isethinoate, Aloe Vera Powder (locally
sourced), Oat Hydrosalate, Panthenol, Natural Fragrance, Coco Betaine, Shea Butter
Paraben, Phthalate & SLS Free
Sustainably and Ethically Sourced Ingredients
Cruelty-Free
Made in Hawai‘i
Approx Use: 60-80 Washes

Conditioner Bar: 1.75oz
Ingredients: BTMS 50, Cetyl Alcohol, Cocoa Butter, Shea Butter, Cetrimonium Chloride,
Panthenol, Oat Hydrosalte & Silk Aminos, Natural Fragrance
Sustainably and Ethically Sourced Ingredients
Cruelty-Free
Made in Hawai‘i
Approx Use: 60-80 washes

LEI PUAKENIKENI BODY CREAM
Price:

https://www.manaolahawaii.com/product/lei-puakenikeni-diffuser/
https://www.manaolahawaii.com/product/lei-puakenikeni-bath-set/


Description: Made in Hawai’i with ethically sourced ingredients, our moisture-rich Lei
Puakenikeni body lotion features the perfect blend of aloe, nut, and seed oils that will keep
your skin silky, supple, and smelling good.
Discover the essence of fresh hand-picked botanical scents by Designer Manaola Yap. Each
scent profile reflects unique sensory memories of transformative island aromas.
Ingredients: Purified Water, Organic Aloe Vera Leaf Juice, Organic Sunflower Oil, Shea Butter,
Glycerin, Stearic Acid, Glyceryl Stearate, Glyceryl Stearate Citrate, Extra Virgin Olive Oil,
Organic Jojoba Oil, Panthenol, Xantham Gum, Allantoin, Tocopherol Acetate, Phenoxyethanol
(preservative), Ethyl Hexyl Glycerin (preservative)
Phthalate Free Fragrance
Sustainably and Ethically Sourced Ingredients
Cruelty-Free
Made in Hawai‘i

About MANAOLA

Manaola Yap was raised in a family with profound ties to Hawai'i Island in terms of both culture
and the arts. His ancestors were traditional Hawaiian textile and dye makers and hula dancers
for many years before contact with the West; more recently, his family has gained recognition
for its award-winning musical and traditional hula talent. Manaola was raised in this creative
culture and has built his life on the solid foundation his kpuna (ancestors) created.

Manaola's passion for fashion was initially kindled by his mother, Kumu Hula (hula instructor)
Nani Lim Yap, who taught him the art and method of costume construction and styling.

Manaola aims to translate the beauty and wonder of Hawai’i, and the deep spirituality of
indigenous Hawaiian culture into an artistic language that can be shared with and understood
by all.

MANAOLA presents a Hawaiian lifestyle brand that creates indigenous artistry empowered by
cultural values and ancestral knowledge.

MANAOLA’s Mission
The shared value of ALOHA guides Manaola’s mission. AKAHAI means kindness & grace to be
expressed with tenderness; LŌKAHI means unbroken unity to be expressed with harmony;
‘OLU’OLU means agreeable & gentle words to be expressed with pleasantness; HA’AHA’A
means humility & modesty, and AHONUI means patience expressed with perseverance.

The overarching goal of MANAOLA is to represent Hawai’i as ambassadors of these virtues to
show the very best we have to share with the entire world.

Manaola uses traditional prints on textiles as a vehicle to transcend fashion and bring the
garments into cultural artistry, defined by their profound connection to purpose and place.



Manaola creates men's and women’s lifestyle wear, accessories, home lifestyle items, and haute
couture.

In fall 2017, Oxford Fashion Studio hand-picked MANAOLA from more than 8,000 designers
worldwide to debut an exclusive collection at New York Fashion Week in New York City. Since
this event, which brought great visibility to the brand, MANAOLA has grown exponentially.

----

IMPORTANT: This written material has been prepared based on sources that you provided or
that the writer found. Neither Flocksy or the writer who wrote the copy makes any claims
whatsoever as to the accuracy of the information contained within, and they are not
responsible for any legal or financial difficulty resulting from the use of this written material.
We encourage you to review it thoroughly before disseminating it or using it in trade.
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